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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an elementary abelian p-subgroup of the fiuite group G, satisfying 
the following conditions. 
(1) AnAg=AorlforallgeG, 
(2) rf N,(Ag) # 1, then [A, Rg] = 1. 
Then A IS called a subgroup of root-type in G. 
It would be desirable to prove that “essentially” all elementary abelian TI- 
subgroups are of root-type; that is, to characterize the counterexamples In this 
paper we make an attempt m this direction. More precisely we prove 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of the finite group G. 
Suppose A satisfies 
(i) A 2s a TI-subgroup and N,(A) contains a 2-Sy&0 &gmup of 6. 
(ii) IfAg G C,(A), then Ag is of root-type in C,(A). 
Then one of the following holds. 
(1) A is of root-type zn G; 
(2) A is weakly closed in C,(A) and the normal closure G* of A in G is 
(by 1111) of known type, 
(3) G* = (AG> contazns an elementary abelian normal 2-subgroup N, szcch 
that I A. A n N / = 2 and G*IN is b covering group of L,(2”), Sz(29 or U&29. 
In many cases the structure of the weak closure WAC of A in C = Co(A) shows 
that condition (Ii) of Theorem 1 1s satisfied. So, for example, in case WAC is a 
2-group (see Lemma (2.3)). So we get the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be an elementary abelzan 2-subgroerp of the jinite group G, 
which is a ‘U-subgroup. Suppose (WAC)’ < A and N,(A) contains a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of G. Let G* = <AG>. Then one of the followzng holds. 
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(1) WAC = A and G* contazns an elementary abelzan normal 2-subgroup N 
such that ezther G*/N = Z*(G*/N) or G*/N is a coveringgroup ofL,(2m), Ss(2”), 
~,(2*m), A  , A, , A, , A, > JG.2 , Mz.3 or Ma . 
(2) WAC is the strong closure of A zn N,(A) and ezther (a) (WAC)’ = A and 
G* as a covering group of L&2”), G,(2n) (respectrvely, G,(2)’ N U,(3)), 3D4(2n), 
A, or 1% , or (/3) (WAC)’ = 1 and G* zs a central product of coverang groups of 
L,(2”), Sz(29, 7742”) and 2-nilpotent groups 
(3) G* contams an elementary abelaan normal 2-subgroup N such that 
/ A A n N 1 = 2 and G*/N zs a covering group of L,(2”), Sz(29 or U,(2”). 
Corollary 2 generahzes many fusron results known so far. So we get m case 
1 A 1 = 2 and (W,,C)’ = 1 Shult’s fusion theorem [6] and in case (WAC)’ = A 
we get [lo, Corollary B], smce rf we put A = @(MJ, Mt = (tg 1 tg E Co(t)) m 
[lo, Corollary B], then A satisfies thehypothesis of our Corollary 2. 
The most drfficult part of the proof of Theorem 1 (and Corollary 2) 1s the 
handling of case (3), which arises m a natural way if there exrsts an As such that 
/A. N,(AQ = 2. S o b f e ore startmg with the proof of Theorem 1 let me give an 
example where we have (3) but neither (1) nor (2) 
Let X = GL,(29, n > 1, N elementary abehan of order 23n Suppose X is 
represented on N m the followmg way. 
(a) j C,(X’)l = 2”. 
(v) X acts on N/C&Y’) m the natural way. 
(7) There 1s no X-invariant complement to C,(X) m N 
(Such a representation of X exists! Set N = ((i :)I a, b, c eFan} and let X act 
on N by conjugatron!) Let G be the split extension of N by X’. Let t be an 
involutron of X and put A = [N, t](t) We show A is a TI-subgroup in G. 
Let S E Syl,(X) contammg t, H = Z(X) and K a complement to S m N,(S). 
Let M be an HK invariant complement to C&X’) in N. Since /[N, t]l = 2” and 
H normahzes M n [N, t] rt follows either M n [N, t] = 1 or [N, t] < M. But 
m the second case [N, S] < n/r, since K is transitive on SK, whence by 
Gaschutz’s theorem there would be an X mvarrant complement to C&(X’) in N. 
Therefore 
[N, t]# = {qm, 1 xc E CN(X’)#, m, E C,(S)+, i = 1,. ., 2% - 1) 
Let k E K+ and suppose qm, = (x,m,)“. Then x,z, = m,m,“, whence .z, = x, 
and m, = m,k, whence z = j and k E C,(m,), a contradiction smce K acts 
regularly on C,(S)#. This shows [N, t] n [N, t]” = 1 for each k E K-, whence 
[N, t] n [N, ~1 = 1 rf t, 7 E S but t # T. This implies A 1s a TI-subgroup 
Moreover SN < N,(A) and SN E Syl,(G) and (WAC)’ = 1. 
The most helpful tool for proving Theorem 1 is the complete determination 
of the structure of the group (A, AQ) in case A # N,(AQ) # 1, which was done 
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in [l 11, although on a somewhat stronger hypotheses, but exactly the same proof 
works m our case 
The notation is either standard or self-explanatory (for dehnmon of “root- 
involutrons,” see [lo]). The natural graph 9(D) of a set D of rnvolutlons, 1sthe 
graph with vertex set D and edges (e, d), where e, d E D and ed = de A I 
Further we denote by Z*(G) the cormage of Z(G/O(G)) and by Z,(G) the 
cormage of Z(G/O,(G)) Finally all groups consrdered are finite. Moreover we 
assume from now on that A 1s an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of some group 
G and IS there a TI-subgroup 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
(2.1) LEMMA Let Y be a solvable group generated by a class D of root-invoh- 
tions. ,Suppose (C,(d)) is abelzan for d E D. Then Y/O,(Y) = Z*(YlO,(Y)). 
Prdof. Obviously D is degenerate. Let Y be a mmlmal counterexample to 
(2.1) iThen O,(Y) = 1. Let d j: e E C,(d). Then by hypothesis, [O(Y), de] = 1. 
Let & = (t / t E D2>. Then [O(Y), Q] = 1 as shown and Q 4 Y. Let R = 
Q n Q(Y). Then R = O(Q) and R < Z(Q), whence O,(Q) f: 1. But then 
O,(Y) # 1, a contradiction. This shows Q = 1. But then d = C,(d) and thus 
Y = z*(Y) by the Z*-theorem of Glauberman [5]. 
(2 1) COROLLARY. Let Y be as in (2.1) and suppose Y = (d, e, x); d, 2;’ E D 
and e’E C,(d). Then Y = O,(Y)(d, x>. 
Proof. By (2.1), de E O,(Y). 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let A be an elementary abelian TI-subgvozlp of G ad As < 
No(A). Then AAg is elementary. 
PYQof 1 AAg / = ) A I2 and thus AAg = As( for each a E A + NJ&). 
(2.k) PROPOSITION. Let A be an elementary abelzan 2-group, which zs a TI- 
subgroup of 6. Suppose A- -. A such that 1 # N,(A) # A. Set L = N,(s), 
L = #N,(A), M = Lz and X = (A, 2). Then the following properties hold. 
(1) M 4 X and if R = X/M then R c1 L,(29, Sz(2”) OY D,, ; m = l(2), 
where 2” = j A-L j. 
(2) M = 0 Mz , where the M% are irreducible F,R modules. Moreover, if 
R q L,(2”), SZ(~~), the lW% are natural F,R-modules 
(3) If a, b are two involutions of X not contained zn a 2-Sylow-subgroup of 
X, t&n C,(a) n C,(b) = 1. 
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(4) D = (t 1 t - A# in X} is a set of root-znvolutions of X. Moreover, if 
t E A -+ L, then tX is a class of degenerate root-involutions of X. 
(5) All elements of A + L are conjugate in N,(A). 
Proof. [L, Z] < A n A = 1, thus M IS elementary. Now [A,L] < 
A n N,(A) = L and similar [?i, L] < L. Th us Max. Let now tEATL 
and T E Ag - Lg, g E X such that [t, T] EM, Since t $ N,(A) it follows 
CM(t) = L. By the same reason C,(T) = Lg, whence [T, t] E CM(~) A C&t) = 
L n Lg = L or 1. In the first case 7 E As = A. Assume the second case holds. 
Then t E C,(T) < N,(AQ) = NJLg), since Lg = As n M Hence t centralizes 
an element of (Lg)#, contradrcting CM(t) = L This shows 
(*) AM/M is strongly closed in the centrahzer of each of its involutions. 
Further obviously A N A in X 
If now 2” = / A: L j > 2 then Shult’s fusron theorem [6] and an mspection of 
the groups listed there, implies X/M N L,(2”), Sz(2”); since U,(29 1s not 
generated by two elementary 2-subgroups. If [ A: L 1 = 2, then X/M is generated 
by two involutrons and thus X/M N D,, , m = l(2). This rmphes (1). 
Pick a E: A - L, b E A -E. Then C,(ab) = 1, since C,(a) n C,(b) = 
L n E = 1. Hence in case R N L,(29, Sz(29 there is an element of order 3 
resp. 5 which acts fixpomt-free on M. Hence m this case results of Hrgman [7] 
and Martineau [8] imply (2). If X/M pi D,, , 712 = l(2), then (2) is an easy 
consequence of Gaschutz’s theorem 
Let now SE Syl&Y) containing A. Then Q1(S) < MA. Hence rf a 1s an 
involution of S then a E MU A. Especially, d a $ M, then a E A. This implies 
(3). 
To prove (4), let a E A AL, b E ,?i -z and suppose 2 j o(ab). Let 1 # 
x E .Z(a, b). Then x E M, since mod M o (ab) is odd. But then x E C,(a) n 
C,(b) = 1, a contradiction. Thus o(ab) = l(2). If now c EL then o(ac) = 4 
and (ac)z EL C D. This proves (4). 
Condrtron (5) is a consequence of aL = a[a, M] = a”. 
(2.5) COROLLARY Let A be an elementary abelian TI-subgroup of G and N an 
abelian normal 2-subgroup of G such that A n N # 1. Set E = (t 1 t N A+ in G). 
Then E is a set of root-involution of (E> and so (E> is (by [lo]) of “Known type.” 
Proof. For each pair Ah, Ag; h, g E G we can apply (2.4)(4), since Ag n N j. 
1 # Ah n N. This proves (2.5) 
3. THE CASE q > 2 
For section 3, let G be a finite group which contains an elementary abehan 
TI-2-subgroup A, which satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 Suppose 
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G = (AC) and statements (1) and (2) of Theorem 1 do not hold. Choose A@ 
wrth the following properties. 
(a) 1 # A’ n NC(A) # Aa. 
(/3) 1 AQ n N,(A)1 is maximal with (cz). 
Let q = 1 Ag: As n No(A)/ and S, E Syl,(No(A)) contaming A@ n No(A)). 
By hypotheses (i), S, E Syl,(G). Smce (2) does not hold there exrsts a B N A, 
A # B < S, n Co(A). We choose the followmg notation. A = AQ, A, = 
NA(A), So = N,(A), M = A& and X = (A, A} Then all properties of(2.4) 
hold for X. 
(3.1). Let x E &# and b E B#. Suppose o(xb) # 2 OT 4. Then there exists an 
s E (x, b) R CsO(A) such that & # JO”, [J,, , &s] = 1 and o(s) = 4. 
Proof. Let s be an element of order 4 m (x, b). Smce o(A) = 2”, n 3 3 rt 
follows E (b, bx) < CsO(A). Now (x, s) N D, , whence Lx, xs] = 1. If xs & .&, 
then xxs E &, n 2(x, b), whence b E N,(&,) since & = 2 n N,(A), contra- 
dictmg o(xb) # 2 or 4. This implies & # SOS. It remams to show that 
f.‘& ,&“] = 1. 
Now &, = an No(A) is a TI-subgroup of No(A). Thus (&, , &F> 1s of 
type described in (2.4) d [& , Aas] # 1, since x E NAO(&“). Now for each 
y E .& we have by (2.4), [A,, , y] = 1 and [A, y] < A,. Since s E Co(A) the 
same holds for ys. Let now x, y E & such that o(zy”) = l(2). Then syys E C,(A), 
smce xy” centralizes A,, and A/A,, . Thus, if y E A0 - O,(&, , &“) and 
2 EY(& n O,(& , -4% th en a( yy”) = l(2) EZ o(zys) by (2.4)(3). Hence 
y.z = ( yy”)( y%) E C,(A) and thus & n C,(A) # 1, a contradiction to (2.4) 
and the choice of 3. This shows &, - O,(&, , Jos) = o and thus [A&, &OS] = 1. 
Choose now b E B and put s = b if o(xb) = 2 or 4 for some x E & . OtherwIse -- 
let s be the element of (3.1) let Y = (A, A, B) and N = A,A,A,“. 
(3.2). N Q Y. Moreover if q > 2, then one of the followang holds. 
(1) Y/N c! Sz(q) if X/M CI Sz(q), 
(4 Y/N~L,tdo~ Y/N P f t is a er ec central extension of U,(q) ifX/MNL,(q). 
Proof. We first show N Q Y. If s = b then (2 4) implies [A,, , AQs] = 1, 
since (&, , &,“) < S,, and [x, &J = 1 for some x E & . Hence (3.1) implies 
[&, , &“] = 1 in any case. Thus N is elementary. Now [A, &s] = [A, &Js = 
A,S = A, and [A, A,,s] < 3 n C,(A,&) = I!&, . Hence [Al, &] < A,S = A, , 
since s2 E .2(x, b) normalizes &, . But obviously [J9, Ad = [A1 AJ9 = xOs. 
Thrs shows N 4 Y. 
Let now N,, = O,(Y) and suppose N, $ No(A). Then there exrsts an n E N0 , 
aEA-AA,, such that 1 # aa* E N0 but A # A”. Since [A,, , A,%] = 1, 
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(2.4) and the maxlmahty of 1 A, j = [ 2s j imply [A, A”] = 1. Let now 
S E Syl,(G) contammgN,,d Then by hypothesis (I) there exists an Ag 4 S. 
Smce A, < N,, there exists an 1 f x E As n N,(A). Hence [a@, x] E As n C,(A), 
since aa” E CG(A) But then (2.3) implies [Ag, A] = 1. On the other hand 
[x, As] = 1. Hence A is not of “root-type” in CG(Ag), a contradtctron 
This proves N, < N,(A). But then immediately N,/N < Z(Y/N) 
Let g, h E Y and consider (Ag, Ah). If [As, Ah] f 1, then the maxrmahty 
of / 2s j = / A, 1 lmphes 
N,,(Ah) = A# and N,h(Ag) = AOh. 
Hence, if we set D = {t E Y j t N A 2 A, m Y}, (2.4) and (2.5) imply D is a 
class of degenerate root-mvolutrons of Y By q > 2 there are a, b ED such 
that ab E D. Hence 0( Y/N) < .Z(Y/N). But then S(Y/N) = Z(Y/N), where 
S(G) denotes the maximal solvable normal subgroup 
Now let d E A - A, and suppose there exist e, f E C,(d) such that o(g) = 
l(2); e # f. Let e E Ag, f~ Ah, g, h E Y. Then the maxrmahty of j A,, 1 implies 
(Ag, Ah) < C,(A), but Ag IS not of root-type m C,(A), a contradrctton. This 
proves (C,(d)) 1s elementary. But then [3, I] tmphes Y/N IS a perfect central 
extension of L,(2”), Sx(2*) or Us(2”). 
Suppose now 2” > q. Denote by * the natural homomorphism from Y on 
Y/S(Y). Then there exists an Au, g E Y such that A* # (As)*, but 
[A*, (As)*] = 1, smce 1 A* j = q. Now (A*, (As)*) EL,(~) resp. &k(q) rf 
X/&i N L,(q) resp. Sz(q) Hence m the first case we find an a E A*, 
b E (As)* - A* and x E A*, such that we get the relations a o-z-0 b But then 
o(xub) = 4, a contradictron to Y* z&(2”), Us(2”). 
If X/M N Sz(p) N (A*, (As)*), then we find a, b and x such that (a, x} N 
D,, _N (b, x) and ab = ba f 1. Now it is easrly seen that all dihedral groups of 
order 10 are conlugate in Sx(2”) (see [9]). H ence there exrsts a g E Y* such that 
(a, x)g = (b, x), and x = xg. But by the structure of Sz(2”) it follows that 
C,,(x) IS the %Sylow-subgroup of Y* contammg x. But then as # b. On 
the other hand (b, x> 1s contained m an Sz(2) in Y*-and thus there exists an 
Iz E C,,(x), such that agh = b Thus we may choose g E Y* such that ug = b, 
xg = x, a contradictron to what we have shown above. This implies 2” = q 
It only remams to show Z( Y/N) = 1 if Y/Z*(Y) N L,(q), Sz(q). In the first 
case this 1s obvious. In the second case we have XN/N N Sx(q) by (2.4). Thus if 
Y/N N S$8), $8) would contain a subgroup isomorphic to Sz(8), a contra- 
diction. 
(3.3). Suppose q > 2. Then Y = X. 
Proof. Suppose first Y/N is a perfect central extension of U,(q). Since s2 
normahzes 2, since s2 E Z(x, b), [s2, A] = 1 implies [Y, s2] < N. Hence s 
induces an involutory automorphism on Y/N Since Y/N is a perfect central 
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extension of U,(p), A(Y/N) ? A(Us(q)). Thus, if s induces an inner auto- 
morplusm on Y/N, there exists an a E A -;- A, such that [~a, Y] < N. But then 
$ zz L@ mod N, whence Y/N = XN/N N L,(q) 
Hence by [l 1, (2.1)], s induces an involutory field automorphism on Y/N. 
Thus there exists an Ah, h E Y such that (A, An)/A,AOh czL,(q) and 
[(A, Ah), s] < N. Since N < N&A, Ah) and smce we may choose h E (A. Ah? 
it follows s E fVG(AF”) Hence [AoAOh, s] = 1, smce [A, , s] = 1. Thus rmphes 
&,A,* = CN(s), smce if C,(s) > A,A, n it follows A0 n C,(s) # 1, a contra- 
diction to A f As. Now [N, sz] = 1. Hence [As , s] < C,(s) n C,(A) = 
AdOh n C,(A) = A,, . This implies Aa9 < A&,, and thus N = M&s = 
M = AdOh. Hence s E NG(A), a contradtction to Y # X. 
Thus we get Y/N N L,(p), 5’s(q). But then Y = NX. Smce N = A,.&AOS < 
,VG(A), rt follows N < NG(X). But then X q Y and thus X = Y, smce 
A - $ m Y. 
(3.4). If Y = X then s = b. Moreover B < NG(X) ifq > 2 
Proof. If Y = X then s E NG(X) Now s #N,(A), if s # b, since m this 
case 3x8 E 2(x, b) and thus b E N,(s) if xxs E A. Hence If s # b there exrsts 
an a E A - A, such that [as, X] < M, since s induces by (2.4) an mner auto- 
morphism according to AM/M on X/M, smce C,(s) = A,. Hence X < 
N&M{as)) and [M, as] = 1 But then (9) = ((a~)~> = O,(M(as)), whence 
X centralizes 9 = xx8 E M, smce x E A,, , a contradiction to (2.4). 
This shows s = b E NG(X). If now q > 2 then (3 3) imphes Y = 
(A, 2, #> = X fo r each b E B#, since by (2 4), [B, BE] = 1 d o(xb) = 4 for 
one b E B#. Hence B < N,(x) m this case. 
(3.5). B X NG(X). 
Proof. Suppose false. If X/M iltL,(q) or &z(q) then B induces mner auto- 
morphisms according to AM/M on X/M. Suppose now X/M rv D,, . If b E B+ 
centralizes an agM/M m X/M, a E A - A, , g E X and as 4 A, then b centralizes 
A,A,Q = M and thus [X, b] < M. Thus we may assume b normahzes no 
conjugate As of A in X different from A. Let ZE A + A, and consider (4 6), 
Then there IS a x E Z(a, b) such that zb + z in (g, b). Hence xb E A by the 
above and [X, (xb)b] = [X, x] < M. Thus in any case B induces inner auto- 
morphisms according to AM/M on X/M. 
Expecially there exists a B, < B, / B, 1 = / A,, 1, such that [X, B,] < M. 
Smce [B, , A,] = I it follows [B, , M] = 1, whence M < N,(B). On the other 
hand we have BA = CA, where [C, Xj < M by the above. Hence [C, M] = 1, 
smce [C, A,] = 1. It follows [M, B] < B n [M, CA] < B n [M, A] = 
B n A, = 1, since CA = BA is abehan. This shows B < N,(A) and therefore 
[B, A] = 1 by (2.3). But then X < C,(B) and therefore A is not of root-type 
m C,(B), a contradiction to the hypothesis. 
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(3.6). If q > 2 then (1) or (2) of Theorem 1 holds. 
In Section 3 we have choosen G such that neither (1) nor (2) of Theorem 1 
holds. If then m addition q > 2, then (3.4) implies B < No(X), but (3.5) 
implies B < No(X), a contradiction. 
4. THE CASE q = 2 AND A, Q N,(A) 
Let G be as m Sectton 3. Choose the notation as in Section 3, but assume q = 2. 
LetD={tItwA-J&my}. 
(4.1). D is a degenerate class of root-znvolutions of Y. Moreover (C,(d)) is 
elementary for d E D. 
Proof. Exactly as m (3 2) one shows N Q Y and N elementary. Hence the 
maximahty of j A, 1, (2.4), and (2.5) imply D is a degenerate class of root- 
involutions of Y Let d E A - A, ; e, f E C,(d) such that 1 # o(ef) = l(2). 
Suppose e E Ag, f E Ah, g, h E Y. Then A” is not of root-type in Co(A), a contra- 
diction. 
(4.2) Either Y as solvable OY Y/N ‘v L,(29, Sz(2”). 
Proof. Suppose Y is not solvable. Then [3, I] lmphes Y/S(Y) 11 L,(2*), 
Sx(2”) or 21,(2”), since (C,(d)) is elementary. Exactly as under (3.2) one shows 
O,(Y) < No(A) and thus O,(Y)/N < Z(Y/N) if Y is solvable or not. 
Denote by - the natural homomorphism from Y on Y/N. Then there exist 
a, 6 E a such that ~5 = ba f 1, since Y is not solvable. Suppose Co(&a) 4 
C,(&5). Let hE C o(y)(a) - Co,,(&). Then (6,6”) < C,(n), but o(b@) E 
l(2). Let a, b, bh be colmages of 4 6, sh. Suppose a E A, b E Ag, bh E Agh; g E Y. 
Then (As, Agh) < C,(A), since A = A,(a) and Ag = A&b). Hence As IS not 
of root type m C’,(A), a contradiction. 
This shows Cocp,(~) < Co(&). But then Coo)(@) = Coo,(b) < Co&@ 
and thus by the action of a I-group on a group of odd order O(P) = Co&&). 
But then, if h E O(Y) d oes not centralize 6, we get o(&+) = o((&)(&P)) = 2n, 
n = l(2); since ~6 centralizes &6h E O(F), a contradiction to (4.1). 
This shows O(P) < Z(Y) and thus Y/N is a perfect central extension of 
L,(2”), Sz(29 or Ua(2”) We show now that the last case does not occur. 
Obviously s2 centralizes Y/N, since it normahzes A, 2, and x8. Hence s 
induces an mvolutory automorphism on Y/N. As under (3.3) we may identify s 
with an automorphism of U,(q). Suppose s induces an inner automorphism on 
Y/N Let S E Syl,( Y) contammg A. Then there exists a t E Qr(S) such that 
[st, Y] < N, since s centralizes A Hence Y = (A, A, ,@> mod N. But by 
the structure of Ua(29 it follows that (A, 2, At) N/N N L,(2”), since 
(Ql(S), 2) N/N N L,(2”). 
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Thus we may assume s induces an involutory field automorphism on YIN. 
Hence there exists (by [ll, (2.1)]) an Ah, h E Y such that [(A, A”), s] < N 
and {A, Ah)/A,,AOh N D,, , m 5 l(2). Smce N normalizes Ah and without loss 
h E (A, Ah), it follows  E NG(Ah). Therefore [(A, A”), s] < A,,AOh, whence 
[AOA$, s] = 1. This shows A,,A oh = CN(s), since .& n CN(s) = 1 and N = 
A,AOh& . But obviously [N, sa] = 1, whence [A,, s] < C,(s) = B,,A,“. 
Therefore [& , s] < A,A,” n C,(R) = A, and thus .&rs < A&, . This shows 
N = M = A,,A,h. But then s centralizes N and thus normalizes $ a contradic- 
tion to Y # X. This shows Y/N is a pe? central extension of L,(2”) or SZ(?). 
By [2] it remams to show Y/N & Sx(8) But by [2] it is easy to see that &Z(S) 
is not generated by root-mvolution Hence (4 1) implies (4 2). 
(4.3). If Y 2s solvable, then Y = .X. 
Proof. As shown in (4.2), O,(Y)/N < Z(Y/N). Hence (4.1) and (2.2) imply 
Y/N = Z*( Y/N). Since s2 = xxs E &?iOs, s induces an involutory automorphism -- 
on (A, $)/‘A,,AA,s. Thus there exists an x E & - &,g, g E (2, a) such that 
[{A, P), xs] < i&Jo” 
-- 
Hence xs is an involution of x(A,AO”) and thus by 
(2.4), xs E &. Thus s E N&@). Suppose A $- Aj. Then [A&,#, s] = 1, smce 
[A,, s] = 1 and [(A, &Q, s] < A,$#. Hence, if Y + X, then AJOq = Cr,(s), 
since 2 + & and thus J0 n C,(s) = 1. But then [&, , s] < t&(s) n C,V(A) = 
A,.&,g n C,(A) = A,. Hence 3 0s < &,A, and thus N = M = A,,&,# = 
C,(s), which proves Y = X. 
Thus we may assume .Z# = B, whence x E A - A, 
- - 
Rut then (A, A’> = 
(2, As> = X, which proves Y = X 
(4.4). s = bEB+arzdo(xb) =2ov4forallxxE&+, bEB+. 
Proof Suppose false. If Y is solvable, then Y = X by (4 3) and thus (4.4) 
holds by (3.4). Hence by (4 2) Y/N tz~’ L,(2”), Sz(2”) 
Now s Induces an involutory automorphism on Y/N If s induces a field- 
automorphism, then there exists an A h, h E Y such that [(A, Ah), s] < iV but 
(4 Akj/A,A,h = %n. , m = l(2) Arguing as under (4 2), [d&,h, s] = 1. 
Since 3cxs E2(x, b) it follows s $ N,(A), if s2 f I. Hence AOAOn = CN(s), 
smce C,(s) n & = 1. But then [A,, , s} < C,(f) n C,(A) = A, and thus 
2s” < A,& . Hence N = M = AoAOh = CN(s), acontradiction toA@ += .& 
This proves s induces an inner automorphism according to Q,(S) on Y/N, 
where 5 E Syl,(Y) containing A. Now m each coset of Q,(S)/?? lies an element 
of D. Thus there exists a c E C,(A) such that [Y, cs] < N. Let C -- 9 in Y 
containing c and C, = C n N. Since cs E C,(R,) rt follows [N, cs] = 1. Let 
a E A L A, . Suppose s does not centralize c Then ca #iv, since otherwise ES 
and thus s centralizes ca, whence s centralizes c.Therefore there exists a t E N 
such that cat E D, Now C,(a) = A,&‘,, = CIv(c), since N = A&i&, . ‘Hence 
t E Cd0 . Let cat E AQ, g E Y Since s centralizes C,A, it follows [cat, s] == 
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[c, s] E C, . But on the other hand s normahzes Ag, smce A# < A&, . Hence 
[cat, S] = [c, S] E Co n A,+‘. Th’ IS s h ows C = As and thus at = (cat) c E C, a 
contradiction to / C: C, 1 = 2. 
Hence [s, c] = 1 and thus (cs)~ = c2s2 = s2. Now Y < N,(N(cs)) and 
-- 
<s2) = ((cs)~) = zT,(N(cs)) Thus Y centrahzes s2 = xxs E AJOS, a contra- 
drctron to (2.4). 
This shows s2 = 1 and thus s E B g. Hence o(xb) = 2 or 4, where b = s, 
whence (2 4) implies [B, B”] = 1, since (B, B”) < SO . This shows o(xb) = 2 
or 4 for all x E AO+, b E B#. 
(4.5). Eather part (1) or (2) of Theorem 1 holds foT G OY there exzsts a b E B# 
such that Y = (A, 2, zbb> is not solvable. 
Proof. If (A, A, Ab) 1s solvable for all b E B#, then (A, $ Ab) = X for all 
b E B+. Hence B < Nc(X). But by (3.5), B $ iv,(X), a contradrction to the 
choice of G. 
Therefore we know there exists a b E B# such that (A, 3, Abb) = Y 1s not 
solvable, since by (4.4), s E B# and we have choosen G such that (1) and (2) of 
Theorem 1 do not hold. Hence by (4.2), Y/N N L,(2”) or Sx(2’9. Now let 
2 = (A, AB) and Q = AO(nbEB+ 2:). 
(4 6). Q as an elementary normal %-subgroup of Z and Z/Q N L,(2”), Sz(2”). 
Proof. Let b, , b, E B Then obviously [A$, A> ] = [Jo , &A]% = 1, 
whence Q IS elementary. Now [Abl, $21 = [A, Ai2bl]br < A$, whence each Ab, 
b E B, normalizes Q. Thus Q d 2. 
Let E=(tItNA-AAomZ} Then(25)andIA:AaI =2rmplyErsa 
degenerate class of root-mvolutions of 2. Now there exrsts a b E Bif such that 
Y/N N L,(2”), Sz(29, where Y = (A, A, Ab), N = A,A,AOb. Hence there 
exist e, fe D such that (ef) NE DN/N. Thus 0(2/Q) < 2(2/Q). Now arguing 
exactly as under (3.2) one shows 0,(2/Q) & 2(2/Q) and (C,(d)) 1s elementary 
for d E D Hence [3, I] implies Z/Q is a perfect central extension of L,(29, 
8x(2”) or Ua(2”“) 
Suppose now the last case holds Let x E A 7 A,, and b E Be such that 
<x, x”> = D,, , m E l(2). Hence there exists a y N x m (x, xb) such that 
yb = y and xb = xy Let As N A m 2 such that y E As. If [A, As] # 1, then 
(A, Ag)/A,A,,g N D,, , whence (A, Au) = (A, y) < C,(b), since y E As - A#. 
But then (A, As> < C,(B) and thus A IS not of root-type m C,(B), a contra- 
diction 
Now let S, E Syl,(Z), i = 1, 2, such that A < sl, B < S, . Let T, = &(S,), 
i = I, 2. If for b E B# follows [x, xb] = 1, then [A, Ab] = 1 and thus Ab < T, . 
If O(ZCZK”) = l(2), then as shown above, there exists a y E As < Tl such that 
A” = 2~. Hence <A, AB) < (A, T2) < ( Tl , T2), a contradrctron to 
<Tl , T,)/Q N L,(2”) by the structure of U,(29. 
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Hence Z/Q is a perfect central extension of ~5,(2~), SZ(~~). But then Z/Q N 
WW, W2m) by P‘L since EOjO is a class of root-mvolutions of Z/Q NN 
(4.7). zO normalizes each B < S, , B N A zn G. 
ProoJ. Suppose false Choose B < S, such that A0 does not normalrze B 
Then B normahzes 2 = (A, 2s) S mce Z/Q ~25 L,QnL), SX(~~) there exist 
~~EA,/~ECNA~Z;[C,A] = l,andyEAh,hEZsuchthat:ol,~,y,\Q=Z; 
since L,(2m) and Sz(2”) may be generated by three involutions Hence Q = 
A,C,A,h, smce A,C,A,n 4 (LX, ,8, y> Q = Z. Thus 1 Q 1 = / A, j3 
Suppose now there exists a b E B* such that [Z, b] < Q. Then [Q, &] = 1 
and thus .&, < Q 4 N,(B), which 1s to show Thus no a E B+ centrahzes Z/Q. 
Let S G Syl,(Z) contammg A and suppose b E B* induces an mner auto- 
morphism accordmg to sZ,(S/Q) on Z/Q Then there 1s a c E C ,- 9 such that 
[Z, bc] < Q Moreover [C, A] = 1 and c $ Q Obvrously ]Q,, bc] = 1. Thus if 
o(bc) = 4, then Z centralizes (b~)~ E B,(Q(bc)), a contradrction to (bc)Z E C,, = 
C n Q Thus b centrahzes C,(c, = C, whence [B, C] = 1 by (2 3) Suppose 
now there IS a b E B+, which induces an mvolutory field-automorphrsm on 
Z/Q. Then there exists an Ag, such that [(A, ,49,6] < Q, but <A, A~)IA,A04 3 
D 2r 7 r = l(2) Hence [A#, 61 = 1 and thus 6 centrahzes A,C,A,~ = Q, since 
/ Q j = ! A, j3, a contradrctron to [Z, &] 4 Q This shows that B mduces inner 
automorphisms according to L?r(S/Q) on Z/Q, since at least one element of B 
induces an mner automorphrsm. 
But then { B j < 2% = j Lll(S/Q)/, smce C,(Z/Q) = 1. Now we have A&‘, < 
Co(a) n Co@). Thus j C&)1 3 / A, j2, whence / C,(Z)1 >, j A, I, since ; Q I = 
/ A, I3 and C,(a) n C&3) n C,(y) < C,(Z) Thus / Q/C,(Z); < j A, I2 < Pm, 
since 1 A, 1 < 1 A I = j B j < 2” But this 1s a contradrction to [I 1, (2 7)]. 
(4 8) Let B, C - A in G and suppose o(bc) = 2 OY 4 fog all b E: I?+, c E C+. 
Then [B, C] = 1. 
Proof Suppose false. Then (2.4) implies there 1s no b E B*, c E Cif such that 
o(bc) = 2. Smce [B, BC] = I for each c E C rt follows j&c BC is elementary. 
Hence (B, C) IS a 2-group. Now by hypothesis (B, C> normahzes some As. 
Hence we may without loss assume that (B, C) < S, . But then (4.7) rmphes 
St, normahzes B and C. If B < N,(B) then 2 < C,(B) by (2.3) and thus A 1s 
not of root type m C,(B), a contradrctron. Therefore, rf B, = N,(A), CO = 
N,(z), then <& B)/&B,, _N D,, and (2, Cj/&C, N D,,. ) Y, m = l(2) by 
(2 4) 
Now rf c E C + C, , then (xc, A)/,?iOeA, 1s dihedral of order 2s, s 5 l(2), 
since C < C,(A). Moreover JOG < S,, , whence (4.7) applied for A00 tell us that -- 
Aa” < nT,(B) n No(C). But then &C, = A,A,c < N,(B), whence there exists 
a b E: B”, c E C+ such that o(bc) = 2, a contradrctlon. 
Now let H be the weak closure of A, in N,(A). 
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(4.9) Suppose A,, < Z(H). Then the following holds. 
(1) A, zs a TI-subgroup. Moreover H zs transitive on A - A, but no element 
of A, fuses to A - A, . 
(2) If x E N,(A) and x N A#, then A, = C,(x) or x E C,(A) 
Proof Since A, = A 17 Z(H) by [A, Jo] = A,, , lt follows A, a N,(A), 
whence A,, 1s a TI-subgroup. Since by (2 4), 2s is transitive on A - A,, thus 
proves (1). 
To prove (2) let x E Ag Then (2 4) rmphes NcA,Ag)(A) IS transitive on
A - CA(x). Thus, d A, 4 CA(x), then A - C,(X) _C A, , a contradrctron. 
Hence A, z$ C,(X). But then either A = C,(x) or A,, = C,(x) 
(4.10) Suppose A, < Z(H). Let t E S, be an znvolution a d B N A, B < S,, . 
Then t normalizes some Ag < BBt. 
Proof First we show (As 1 As < S’s) 1s elementary. Suppose not. Then there 
exist Ag, Ah < S,, and x E (Ag)#, y E (Ah)* such that o(~y) = 4 By (2 4), 
[Ah, Ah”] = 1 = [Ag, AgY]. Thus o(xz) = 4 for all x E (Ah)+ and o( yu) = 4 
for all u E (As)+ But then O(VW) = 4 for all v E (Ag)“, w E (Ah)*, contradrctmg 
(4.8). 
If B = Bt set As = B Thus we may assume B n Bt = 1. By (4 7), x,, < 
N,(B) n NG(Bt) Let B, N A, , B, < B. Then (4.10) imphes N,, = B,B,*& IS 
elementary. 
Consrder R = (B, Bt, 2) Then Na 4 R by (2.4). Moreover [B, 21 # 1 # 
[Bt, 21, since otherwrse, for example, (A, 2) < C,(B) and thus A is not of 
root-type m C,(B). This implies (B, 2)/B,& and (Bt, x)jB,t& are dihedral 
of order 2 times odd 
Let E = {x j x N B - B, m R} Then (2.4) and (2.5) imply E IS a class of 
degenerate root mvolutrons of R. Moreover (C,(e)) is elementary for e B B - B, , 
since otherwrse there is some Ag not of root-type in C,(B). Argumg exactly as 
under (4.2) thus hows either R 1s solvable or R/N,, -L,(2”), Sz(2”). 
If R is solvable then bbt E O,(R) for b E B + B,, . Let SE SyI,(G) contammg 
JO,(R) Let Ah 4 S. Let r E Aoh n CG(bbt), x # 1. Then [x, B,] = 1 = 
[z, Bat], smce B,,BQt < S, whence x normalizes B and Bt . But since [a, bb”] = 1 
it follows [z, b] = [z, bt] E B n Bt = I. Therefore Ah centralizes B, since z 
centralizes B = B,,<b), a contradrction since then B is not of root-type rn 
G(AhL)- 
This shows R/N,, N L,(29, Sz(29 M oreover bbt $ N, . Since all mvolutrons 
of R/N, are conjugate, there is an f E bbtN,, f~ E. Hence f E bbt(Bot) n E, smce 
CNo( f) = BoBot since o(f a) = l(2) for a E A + & . Let Ag - A in R such 
that f E Ag. Then Ag < (bbt) BoBot, since Ag < (bbt> N, . Thus Agt < 
<bbt> B,Bot But since / B, 1 = 8 / As 1 it follows ](bbt) BoBot j < 4 1 As I’, 
whence Ag n Agt # 1. But then Ag = Agt, which is to show. 
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As a consequence of the first part of the proof of (4.10) we get 
(4.11) (Ag / As < S,) 2s elementary abelian. 
(4.12) Suppose A, < Z(H). Let a E A -;- A, and x N A zn G such that 
o(ax) = 4. Then x E N,(A). 
Proof. Suppose false Since uz E C,(a), (4.9) implies [A, A&] = 1. Let 
x E AQ. Smce o(bx) = 4 for all b E A# it follows (Ag, A@) IS either elementary or 
of type described m (2.4). By (4.9) in any case [A&‘, Agb] = 1. Since this holds 
for each b E A* rt follows (A, A$) 1s a 2-group and x E A$ or As = A,g(x) and 
(A, As) 1s a a-group In the second case [A, As] = 1 by (4.11) contradictmg 
x $ No(A) 
Now let C 4 S, C N A m G and S E Syl,(G) containmg (A, A,@). Then 
(4.7) applied for S instead of S, and A$ for ,& implies A$ < N,(A), a contra- 
diction. 
As immediate consequence we get 
(4.13). Suppose A, < Z(H). Then there xist no a E A - A,, x N A 2 A,, 
zn G, such that o(m) = 4. 
Indeed, rf x E Ag, then (4.12) lmphes [a, x] E A f~ As. 
(4.14). Suppose A, < Z(H). Then A, < O,(G). 
Proof. Suppose false. Choose a subgroup U < G with the followmg pro- 
perties. 
(1) U = (A, As) for some g E G. 
(2) 4 4 WO 
(3) / U / IS minimal with (1) and (2). 
Since A, $ O,(G) a theorem of Baer [l] rmphes U exists! Let 2 = 
Z(U) n O,(U), 0 = i&(0,( CT)), and E = {t / t N A - A, m 77). We first show 
(*) EZjZ is a degenerate class of root-mvolutions of U/Z 
To prove (*) let e, f~ E such that o(ef) = 2~2, n = l(2). Let e E Ah, f~ AT; 
h, T E W Suppose Ah n O,(An, A’) # 1. Then (4.11) and (4.22) rmply 
Ah n O,(Ah, AT) < N,(A’) and thus by (2 4), o(g) = l(2), a contradiction. 
Hence the mimmality of j U j implies U = (Ah, A’). Let <z) = Z(e,f> Then 
ex N f m (e,f) andfx N e m (e, f>. Then (4.9) implies ez centralizes (e) Aoh = 
Ah and f.. centralizes AT. Thus U = (Ah, A’> < C,(z), whence z E Z. This 
shows o(4) = n mod 2. But then (4.13) implies (*). 
Now the action of a 4-subgroup of A on O(U) implies O(U) < Z(U). We 
next show 
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Let t EQ be an mvolutron and suppose [A, t] # 1 Then (4.10) and (4.11) 
imply AAt 1s elementary and there 1s a B < AAt, B N A m G such that B = Bt 
If B n [A, t] = 1 then A n C,(t)[A, t] # 1, whence t E N,(A) and thus [A, t] < 
A n Q = 1; since d A n Q # 1 then U 1s of type described in (2 4) and thus 
4, < O,(U) by (4 9). 
Thus shows B n [A, t] # 1, whence B n Q # 1 since [A, t] < Q. If B < O,(U) 
then (4.11) and (4 12) imply B ,< 2 Therefore [A, t] = CAat(t) = B < 2. 
If B < O,(U), then argumg as above we get (B, As) is of type described m 
(2.4) since B n Q # 1 But then B n Q N As n Q in (B, As) by (2 4) Thus 
Ag n Q # 1, which implies A n Q # 1, since arguing as above (A, As) is of type 
described m (2.4) But then A,, < O,(U), a contradrction. 
Hence either [A, t] = 1 or [A, t] = B < 2. The same argument shows 
[As, t] < 2 But then (**) follows, smce thus holds for each mvolution t EQ 
Now (4.11) implies O,( U)/Q < Z( U/Q) Hence 1 a 2 a 20 a O,( 72) IS a -- 
part of a central series of U. 
Now let UEA-A,,, e, f E GE(a) such that o(ef) f 2. Let e E Ah, f e A”, 
h, s E U. Then (4.9) implies (Ah, AS) < C,(A) But then by hypothesis Ah 
and As are of root-type in C,(A) and thus Ah n O,(A”, AS) = 1 But then the 
mmrmahty of 1 U 1 rmphes U = (A”, A”), a contradrction since A 4 Z(U) 
Thus shows (C,(a)> 1s elementary If U 1s solvable then (2.1) rmphes 
U/O,(U) = Z*( U/0,( U)) But th en A n O,(U) # 1, whence A,, < O,(U) 
arguing as above, a contradiction 
Hence [3, I] imphes U/S(U) =L,(2”), Sx(2”), since Ua(2”) is not generated 
by two elementary abehan 2-subgroups We next show S(U) = O,(U) 
Let V be the cormage of 0( U/0,( U)), x E V, and a E A+ such that a = a” 
mod O,(U) Suppose b + bz mod O,(U) for some b E A. Since (A, uz) < 
AO,( U), (4.11) and (4.12) imply ua: E N,(A). By the same reason a E N,(A”). 
Thus au5 EQ by (2 4). Now [A, AZ] f 1, since bb” # O,(U). Hence (2 4) and 
(**) imply 1 # [A, a&] ,( A n 2, a contradrctron to [A, As] f 1. 
Thus shows, if a = ua: mod O,(U) for some a E A#, x E V, then b@ E O,(U) 
for each b E A#. But then the action of a 4-group on a group of odd order implies 
[AA, VI d O,(u), smce j A 1 > 4 and A n O,(U) = 1. Thus V/O,(U) < 
Z(U/O,( U)). But then one easrly shows that S(U) = 2,. U). Therefore S( 77) = 
O,(U), since there are no perfect central extensions of L,(2”), Sx(2”) by groups 
of odd order 
Now let K = 02(U). Then K is generated by elements of odd order Thus 
[K, O,(U)] = 1, since each element of odd order in U centrahzes O,(U) by 
what we have shown above. On the other hand U = K * O,(U), smce UjO,(U) 
is generated by elements of odd order. Thus K[K n O,(U) N L,(2”) or Sz(2n) 
and K 1s a perfect central extension of these groups. Now the mimmality of 
j U 1 imphes U = KA. 
Suppose / A 1 = 4. Then / N I = / A,, I3 = 8, a contradiction to (4.5) and 
(4 2) Hence j A j > 8 and K + S&(5), smce AO,( U)/O,( U) < U/O,(U) and 
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d n O,(U) = 1. Suppose now K ci S$k). Then j A I = 8 by the same reason. 
Let S E Syl,(K) such that A < SO,(U). Let 
A = (m,& j CL% E s, & E O,(U), 2 = I)...) 7). 
Then cy, f 1, L = 1, , 7. Smce 01: = 1 or 01,~ E Z(K), the structure of S [2] 
imphes 01, * = 1, 1 = 1, ., 7. Thus A, = (01~ / z = l,.. , 7f u 1 is an elementary 
subgroup of S, since (ti$,)(.+,) = (cq,)(/3$,). Now by the structure of S there 
exists an s E S such that oils = olrx, 1 # 2: E Z(K) On the other hand 01-+ [a, s], 
CL E A,, is an homomorphism from A,, m Z(K) Smce / Z(K)! < 4, there exists an 
~1~ E A, such that 01%~ = 01, Hence (c@J5 = OI$& and thus s E NG(A) But 
(aa&)” = c&z, whence x E A, a contradiction This proves K & S,$3). 
SowegetU=KXQ,jQ) </AI and Q elementary, since O,(U) E AK/K 
by O,(U) n K = 1. Moreover K rw 1;,(2”) or SZ(~~) and we may wrthout loss 
assume that SQ < S, . 
We next show K n E = 0. If A n E c K, then Q = 1 and all elements of A 
fuse in K, a contradiction to (4.9). Let by way of contradiction a E A n E n K. 
Since A n E $ K there exists a bx E A n E, b E &n,(S), 1 f z E Q. Since b k ab 
m K, it follows abz E En A. Thus {a, bz, abz} C E n A, a contradictron to 
E n A = 9 - -4, (a # b, since otherwise x = U(U) E A n Q = 1) This shows 
KnE=z 
Let L = (-414,n [Ah < SQ). Then N,(S) normalizes I;. If L n K = I then 
L < Q and nT&S) centralizes L, whence normahzes A. But then the transitivity 
of NK(S) on -Qi(S)@ imphes sZ,(S) < A But then an,(S) = A, since A n Q = 1, 
a contradiction to K n E = m. 
Hence K n L # 1 and fil(S) < L. Now by (4.7), A0 normalizes each An < SQ 
and thus centralizes Aoh by (4.9). Hence [A,, , L] = I. Let az E A n E, 
a E&(S)*, z E Q+ and f~ Asp. Then ax # (a,# = azf = bz, b c Q,(S)*, 
2 E Q* If b = a then xz = (ax)(bg) = (az)(az)f E A r\ Q = 1 and thus ax = 
bx = (an)f, a contradiction But we have zf = a& and b - ab in K Thus 
,$ c &f- bH E Ef. This shows x N A 2 A, in G. Let z E A”. Now Gi(S)Q = 
LA4 since U = KA. Hence &, normalizes 4(S)Q. But then (4.9) implies ((A*)‘Q~ 
is elementary, since .a E sZ,(S)Q. Hence (4 12) implies A0 < iVo(A*). This 
shows 
1.9 = (zu)(zu)~ E A n A” = 1, since otherwise x E A* = A f 
contradicting A n Q = 1. But then x = .zj and ax = (a~)? E A n E, a contra- 
diction to A, = C,(f). This proves (4.14). 
(4 15). Suppose A, < Z(H). Then ease(3) of Theorem 1 zs satisjied 
Proof. (4.11) and (4.12) imply A, normalizes each A”, g E G Hence 
(A,g j g E G) is elementary abelian Thus (2 4) and (2 5) imply E = 
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{t / t N A - A, m G) 1s a degenerate class of root-involutions f G. Let N, = 
(A,g /g E G). Then Q < N, and by (4.6) there exist a, b E E such that 
abN, E EN, . Hence the action of a cl-group on a group of odd order implies 
O(GIW G Z(Woh since EN,,/N,, 1s a class of root involutions. 
Now by hypothesis O,(G) ,( No(&) for someg E G. Thus [O,(G), As] <Aso, 
whence O,(G)/N, < Z(G/N,,) since G = (AC). 
Let Ah, As E C,(A). Since Ah n No # 1 # Ag n Na , (2.4) rmphes either 
[Ah, As] = 1 or Ah is not of root-type in Co(A), a contradiction. Thus shows 
(C,(e)) 1s elementary for e E E Hence [3, I] and the above imply G/N0 1s a 
perfect central extension of L,(2”), Sz(2”) or Ua(2’9, which is case (3) of 
Theorem 1 
5. TKE CASE q = 2 BUT A,, NOT NORMAL IN N,(A) 
We use the notation of Sectrons 3 and 4. Let G be as m Section 3 and assume 
q = 2 Assume moreover A,, 6 Z(H) If A, 4 No(A) then each A$ < H 
normalizes and thus by (2.4) centralizes A,. Thus A, < Z(H) So we may 
assume that A, 1s not normal m N,(A). 
(5.1) Let SE Syl,(No(A,)) containing JO . Then (&s) is elementary 
Proof. Suppose false. Since (&,s) < S there exist a E xsh, b E JO , h E S 
such that o(ab) = 4. Since (2s , xah) < Co(A,) the 3-subgroup lemma implies 
(ab)2 E C = Co(A) Th ere ore f (ab)2 4 3 and (ab)2 4 A”. Let X = (2, ,@). 
Since o(bba) = 2, X IS of type described in (2 4). Moreover (&, , xsa) < S 
Implies (.& , Atra) < O,(X) and is therefore elementary abelian Hence 
o(ae) = 4 for all eE &+. Srmrlarly o(bf) = 4 for all f E (Zoh)# and thus o(ef) = 4 
for all e E x0+, f E (iiOh)#, since [e, f] E C by the 3-subgroup lemma -- -- 
Let m = A,A,“. Then by (2 4), X/M _N D,, , m = l(2), since d X IS abehan 
then (4 7) applied to a 2-Sylow-subgroup B of G containing (2, A, , a) rmphes 
A”1 = 2, since acentralizes N,(A) for C 4 s, C N A in G. Hence (2.4) implies 
there IS an ,@, g E G such that a E No(&). Since C’(u) = [x,, , a] and 
,&g n C,(a) # 1 rt follows 1 # [&, , a] n &,g < C Hence xg centralizes A. 
Moreover [& , a] = C=(A) = x,+‘, since no element of &* centralizes A. 
This shows 3 1s the only coqugate of 2 m X normalized by a 
Let xE-A--A0 Then o(xa) = 2n, n = l(2) since by (2.4), O(XX~) = 
n= 1(2)anda$X Thustherersac N x m (x, a) such that o(ca) = 2 Hence 
by the above c E .& But then a centralizes &Q(c) = Jg and thus (A, J?Q < 
Cc(&), a contradiction since then A 1s not of root-type in Co($) 
(5.2). M as the dzrect stim of zueducible F2(X/M)-modules. 
Proof. By q = 2, X/M !z D,, , m = l(2) Let MO be a minimal Xmvariant 
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submodule of &f and CO be a complement of CM&z) in C,(a).for a E A - A, . 
Then [CO , b] C,, is a b-invariant complement to && in n/r, where b E A 7- A, s 
Hence Gaschutz’s theorem implies there is an X-invariant complement to 
MO m M. 
(5.3) X/M cl9 z; . 
Proof. Suppose false. Smce A, is not normal in N,(A) there exists ag E N,(A) 
such that [A$, A,] f 1. Now [A#, A] = A# and / A, : A, n A# j = 2 Let 
t 6 A - &,g and xc : A09 -+ A# defined by xt : x -+ [x, t] for x E &,O. By [ll, 
(2.3)], xt 1s an isomorphism, whence F = $(A, n A&‘) is a hyperplane m ,?i,g 
satisfying [F, A] < A, n A#. Hence F < N&A,,). Moreover F = 1 implies 
IAl =4andthusXcliZaby(24).ThusF#1 
Let S E W2(~&44 contammg F. Since S n C,(A,) IS a 2-Sylow-subgroup 
of C&&J, S contains some coqugate of &, . Thus, by changing notation if 
necessary, we may assume &, < S. 
Let a EP. Then (.&, , JOa) is elementary by (5.1) Suppose (2, P) is 
elementary. Then as under (5.1), (4.7) rmplies a E N,(J). But then [a, x] < &I, 
since [a, A] < A,. Smce j A, : GAO(a)/ = 2 it follows j M: C&a)] < 4. Hence 
(5.2) implies M = C,(a) @ iV, 1 N ] < 4 and N is X-invariant By (2.4), NIS not 
a trivial F2(X/M) -module. Hence j N / = 4 and X/M N .& by (2.4)(2), which 1s 
to prove 
Let X1 = (.& &), Ml = &.&ea. Then by (2.4) and the above XJIW1 N 
D 2m F m= l(2) If aEX, then UEA~, hex, and thus -@ = (u)&,~ < 
(a) Ml < No(A). Thus [A, zh] = 1 by (2 3), a contradlctron to [A, a] # 1. 
Thus a 4 Xi and if x E 2 - &, then O(W) = 292, n = l(2), since by (2.4), 
o(w?) = n. Hence there exists a c N x in (x, a) such that 1 # ca E Z(x, a}. Let 
c E Jr, Y E Xl . We will show ,% < C,(A). 
Let F, = (u E JO 1 [u, A] < A, n A$). Then, arguing as above, F1 IS a 
hyperplane in &, and Pr # 1. Now 1 CM,(a)1 = j Ml : Calm = / .& /, since 
.& n C,(a) = 1. Hence [Fr , a] is a hyperplane in CM&z) = [A,, , a], since 
IIF1 941 = I FI I- SUPP ose first 1 A, / > 4. Then 1 A,T \ > 4 and thus 
1 Cy(u)l >, 4, since a E N,(x,,r). Hence C,;(a) n [F, , a] # 1, since both 
groups are contained in C,%(a). But the 3-subgroup lemma implies [F,F1] < 
C,(A). Hence 3 contains a nonidentity element centralizing A and thus 
[A, 2P-j = 1. 
Suppose now 1 A, / = 4. Then 1 M 1 = 16 and thus X/M N D,, . Hence 
AOX 1s a partition of M and thus all elements of M* fuse to A$. Now M < 
C,(&r), since [&a, n/r] L: 1 and thus [M, MJ = 1. Hence j M: CM(>)1 = 4, 
since 1 Ar : 2s” I = 2. By (2.3) this implies C&p) = A,S for some s E X. 
Suppose AOS # A,. Then M = A,&,“. Snsce AOSAga < MW = MM, and is 
therefore elementary abehan, rt follows [AAs, ASa] = 1, since (A”, Asa> f 
C&@“) and so A” is of root-type in C,(Jr) Hence (As, Ah, a> LS a 2 group 
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contained m N,(.@). Thus by (4 7) apphed on a 2-Sylow-subgroup S of No(Jh) 
containmg (As, Ah, a) it follows a E N,(A’). Hence a E NG(X) and thus 
sa < X But then X = X, , whence A = ,% since p < C,(A) Moreover A 
is the only conjugate of A m Xnormahzed by a Thus [IV, a] = CM(u) = A, , a 
contradrction since C,(a) = Aas + A, . 
Thus shows AOS = A, and A centrakes 2 m any case. Suppose a centrahzes 
As+“. Then 2 = ssT(c) < Cc(a) and thus (A, &) < C,(xr) and A IS not of 
root type in Co(&), a contradrctron. Since [a, FJ < C,JA) = 2s’ this shows 
1 Aa? C~;(uc) 1 = 2 Smce [XI , UC] < i& this imphes j IV1 : C,l(ac)[ = 4, 
whence j & : C~,(ac)I = 2. Moreover [A, ac] = [A, u] < A, n A$ and 
[.& ac] < A n IV1 = &, . This proves [X, ac] < Ildand thus 1 iWz C,(ac)i = 4, 
since / .&, : CzO(ac)/ = 2 Hence (5.2) imphes M = C,(ac) @ N, where N IS 
X-mvarrant and 1 N I = 4. Since N is (by (2 4)) not centrahzed by an element 
of odd order in X, this imphes X/M _N Z3 . 
(5 4) G satzsjies (1) OY (2) of Theorem 1. 
Proof. (5.3) shows, that if ever / As : NAg( = 2, then 
(As, Ah)/O,(Ag, Ah) N .& . 
Consider Y = (A, 2, db), 6 E B#. By (4.5) we may choose b such that Y IS not 
solvable, since otherwise G satisfies (1) or (2) of Theorem 1. Let 01 E A - A, , 
BEA-x0, 
-- 
and y E iib - .&,b. Since N = A,A,,Aob 4 Y we get (by (2.4) 
and (5.3)) the relations 
Hence [4] implies (a, ,8, y> IS solvable. Hence Y is solvable, since Y = N(Q,y), 
a contradrction to the choice of b. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARY 2 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a group of mmrmal order contammg an ele- 
mentary abehan TI-subgroup A, which satisfies conditions(r) and (ir) of Theorem 
1, but does not satisfy the conclusron of Theorem 1 Then G = (AC) by the 
mirumality of G, since all Ag, g E G satrsfy (I) and (11) in <AC). Hence G satisfies 
the hypothesis of Section 3 and wrth the notatron introduced in Section 3 we 
have either q = 2 or q > 2. By (3 6), q = 2. Hence if A, < Z(H), then we get 
a contradictron to (4.15). Thus the hypothesis of Section 5 IS satisfied. But then 
(5.4) Implies G satresfies Theorem 1. 
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Proof of Cot+ollary 2. Let G be a group which satrsfies the hypothesis of 
Corollary 2. Since (WAC)’ < -4 it follows WAC = (Ag / Ag < C,(A)) IS a 
2-group. Hence (2 4) implies each As < WAC is of root type in WAC Thus G 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. If ease(2) of Theorem 1 holds, then 
WAC = A and we get (by [ll]) case(l) of Corollary 2. If ease(3) of Theorem 1 
holds we get ease(3) of Corollary (2). Thus we may assume A 1s of root-type 
in G. But then W,C 1s the strong closure of A in N,(A). If ( WAC)’ # 1 then there 
are Ag, Ah < WAC such that 1 # [Ag, Ah] < A But no element t E (Ah)+ 
centrahzes an element of (AQ)#, whence / [Ag, Ah]1 > j A / Thus implies 
(WAC)’ = A. Let D = {t / t N As m G). If t E A* and 7 E C,(t), then T E WAC. 
If 7 E A+ but T # t, then tr E D. If T $ A, then there exists an A’? < WAC, 
such that [T, As] # 1, since otherwise r E Z( WAC), and thus, if T EB, B = Ah, then 
WAC = Wj$ , whence A = Bh = (WAC)‘. But then [T, A!-‘] = A, smce I[T, A”]\ = 
j As / = / A I. Hence TA = T[T, Ag] = A@) by [ll, (2.3)f. This implies it E D 
and thus D = D2 in the notatron of [lo]. Now let t, 7 E A# and x E (Ag)# C WAC 
Then by the above argument t N tx and 7 N TX. Now, if tx E A4h, then TX $ Ah, 
smce tr = (tx)(~x) $ Ah. H ence again by the above argument (tx) N (tx)(Tx) = 
tr N TX. But then t N tx N tr N TX N 7, whxh shows D 1s a conjugacy class 
But then each t E A+ satisfies the hypothesis of [lo, Corollary B]. Hence an 
mspectron of the groups listed there Implies case(z)(a) of Corollary 2 holds, 
since (WAC)’ # 1. 
Thus we may now assume (lVAc)’ = 1 and WAC = (As n N,(A)\ g E 6). 
Let t E A+ be 2-central and H = (F). Smce tG n CG(t) C WAC Shult’s fusron 
theorem [(;1 implies H = yIxl X, , where the X, are covering groups of L,(2%), 
Sz(2”), Ua(2”) or are 2-nrlpotent. If / A / = 2, then H = G* = (d46> and 
case(2)(/3) of Corollary 2 holds. Hence we may assume I A j > 2. But then 
O(G*) < Z(G*) by the action of a 4-subgroup of A on O(G*). This implies 
O(H) < Z(H) and we may assume that X, , z = I, ., Y - 1 are covermg groups 
of L,(2”). Sx(2”), Us(2”) and X, 1s a 2-group. Let S = S, S, E Syl,(N) nor- 
mahzing A, where the S, E Syl,(X,). Smce (tG (7 C,(t)\ n S, # 1 rt follows A 
normalizes each S, , z = 1,. , Y But rf I > 1 rt is easily seen that A n S, = 1, 
2 = 1, Y Hence [A, S,] < A n S, = 1 m this case. Now, since t E Z(S), it 
follows k,. = X, IS elementary abehan. On the other hand, by the structure of 
the automorphrsm groups of the X, , (see [9; 11, (2.1)]), A induces inner auto- 
morphisms on each X, . Hence A < HC,(H) in this case. 
If Y = 1 then obviously X1 is not elementary, smce otherwise (2.4) and 
(WAC)’ = 1 imply G* = <AC> is elementary abehan, whrch 1s a special case of 
(2)(p) But then again the structure of the automorphism group of X1 implies 
A induces inner automorphrsms on X1 , smce by (WAC)’ = 1 It follows for 
each a E A* that (Cx,(a) n tX1) is elementary abehan. Hence m any case 
A < H&(H). 
Now obvrously A n C,(H) = 1, whence [A, C,(H)] = 1 since C,(H) < N,(A). 
This implies [A, Ag] < H for each g E G. But then G* = (AG> = H * ,O, 
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Q < G(H) and QIQ n H is elementary abehan if we put Q = G* n C,(H). 
Since Q n H < Z(H) this is exactly the assertion of Corollary 2, (2)(F). 
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